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Metrics is a subject that has a very polarizing effect. You often find folks in very competing camps and 

discussions can get quite passionate. Even on an average Agile Development shop, there is always a lot 

of time, effort and money spent at gathering metrics. As a coach, you hear a lot of questions such as 

“how we can use metrics to improve our Agile roll out?” or “how we can use metrics to improve our 

Agile practice?”  

Basically, two schools of thought exist. Those who demand a series of metrics and targets and those that 

question the validity of metrics and what you are trying to achieve. 

The folks belonging to the first school of thought argue that what can be measured can be improved. 

The assumption is that something must be improved. Why start any project with the mindset that what 

we are going to create is not good enough? 

Consider that very often metrics do not tend to drive the behavior we would expect.  

I once worked with CTO that used lines of code as a metric to highlight his department’s 

achievements.  What behavior are we driving here? If you were a developer and found a more efficient 

way to execute something, would you refactor 200 lines of code down to 30? If you are being evaluated 

based on lines of code, you rather have as many as possible. Don’t you? 

A few months later, the same individual who by that time had attended the CSM and CSPO classes, 

wanted to motivate the teams by comparing the story points of one team against the others. How many 

Scrum Masters and Agile Coaches had to “fight” against that? Or the tendency of management to come 

with targets for velocity? That also brings up the natural tendency to self-deception bias. Just because 

we did 25 points instead of 24 it does not mean the team got any better. 

I know of a large financial services organization whose governance department employs a very large 

team to come up with new metrics and visualizations for them. What behaviors surfaced from that?  

One of their dozens of metrics is called commitment reliability and it is used as a punitive metric. The 

behavior that it created you can easily guess. Teams either become near paralyzed trying to ensure 

exactness in their estimates or they start to “pad” their estimates just in case something goes wrong. 

Tell me how this aligns with Agile Manifesto? The part that says, “Individuals and interactions…” 

I have been told that if the teams don’t pad the numbers, the Scrum Master will. All to appear “green” in 

the dashboard because according to them “leadership only looks at the reds.” 

I am sure that you have your own examples of bad behavior driven by metrics. However, the message I 

am trying to drive, it is not that all metrics are bad. Metrics should not be used to replace thinking and 

you must use them properly. 

I am a firm believer that metrics can be used properly and effectively as an incentive to teams and 

leadership while following the three pillars of Scrum: Transparency, Inspection and Adaptation. 

There are, however, several pitfalls to avoid. As an example, let’s talk about velocity. Velocity can be 

based either on user story points or simply how many user stories were completed during a Sprint. Most 

teams also are mistakenly led to believe they must always increase velocity. Focusing solely on velocity 

can lead to shortcuts, such as reduced testing, which in turn leads to decreased velocity later due to 

rework and fixes. 



What a team must do is to focus on delivering quality, working software that has high business value, 

frequently, as it is stated in the Agile Manifesto. 

I always suggest reading about the Hawthorn Effect: what is measured will improve, at a cost, as well as 

Goodhart’s Law: when a measure becomes a target, it ceases to be a good measure. 

Metrics can be used as part of Kaizen, continuous improvement. Big results come from many minor 

changes accumulated over time. Small continuous changes it is something we should do every day as 

part of our jobs. Focus on one or two areas at a time and find what can be eliminated, simplified, 

standardized and automated. Simplicity is the main target and you must look for changes that do not 

require a big effort. Continuous improvement it is what you commit to. Things do not turn “perfect” 

instantly and when they get “perfect” they might and very likely will not stay that way over a long 

period. 

When properly applied, metrics are a terrific way to influence behavior, highlight areas of improvement 

and eliminate waste. 

Before you decide on which metrics to adopt, it is important to consider: 

• How many metrics? 

• How long should we use them? 

• Who chooses which metrics? 

• What behavior are we trying to influence? 

• What are we trying to improve? 

Besides these considerations, I make a differentiation between metrics a team decides to use internally 

and metrics that have a broader audience. For example, a team may want to track the elapsed time to 

build and run unit tests to determine whether that process needs improvement. That metric is internal 

to the team and has a complete different objective than a business value burn-up chart, which has a 

broader audience. I am quite aware that there is always a certain reluctance in radiating metrics outside 

the team or the development department. When this is the case, remember the imperative for 

transparency! Transparency fosters trust and a global view on how to solve problems. 

Ken Shwaber, one of the creators of Scrum, once compared Scrum to a canary in a coal mine. Scrum’s 

transparency will surface the issues with your organization and processes. It will not fix them, but it will 

show you what needs to be fixed. 

Measuring results and trends, metrics should reinforce Agile principles. Consider metrics for quality, 

predictability and value. Metrics should also make people have conversations and to provide frequent 

and regular feedback. Be very aware of how metrics are used or perceived to be used. The misuse of a 

metric, often by leadership, is likely to promote the intentional manipulation of the metric, a 

dysfunctional behavior usually referred as “gaming.” 

Then there is the issue of productivity. More than one Agile expert has mentioned that productivity is 

impossible to measure and trying to do so will result in “gaming.” Scrum and Lean tell us that the 

primary measure is value delivered, also referred as return on investment. ROI is a high-level measure 

that is not subject to “gaming.” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hawthorne_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goodhart%27s_law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaizen


Speaking of value, outcomes, the value created, are not measured in many companies. I read many 

studies that attribute that to the tendency to measure what is easy. An outcome can be, for example, to 

increase revenue, improve the usability of a product or high user satisfaction with the Android version of 

your product. These examples may appear obvious, but many organizations do not measure what is 

important! 

I usually track the business value results of a release and share them with the whole development 

department. It is far more rewarding to the teams to see what impact the outcome of their work had for 

the company. It becomes clear why they worked on those features and it does wonders for team 

morale. When you share the release results, you will notice that the teams become engaged, focused 

and better at making decisions. Engaged, focused teams also produce a lot of discussion about the items 

in the product backlog. I have seen lots of items that had questionable business value being quickly 

excised from the backlog by teams with an elevated level of engagement and an understanding of the 

desired outcomes. 

I bet you that leadership will be onboard much easier when they see the results of measuring this way. 

Before I conclude, the question I often get when I so enthusiastically promote tracking outcomes is what 

metrics I would suggest? Obviously, I am going to say that is up to the teams and leadership together to 

decide but if you are looking for ideas, some of the following are a good starting point for discussion, in 

no order of importance. 

• Customer Satisfaction 

• Business Value Burn-Up Chart 

• Defect Count  

• Technical Debt 

• Team Morale 

• Time to Market 

• Return on Investment 

Whatever leadership and teams decide to track and report, that should not be used to replace thinking. 

Concentrate in radiating information and how it influences the outcomes so informed decisions can be 

made quickly and accurately. As the teams evolve and behaviors change, consider the “shelf life” of 

some of metrics and replace them. Focus on what behavior you want to encourage and keep the 

outcomes in mind, because as the Agile Manifesto says, “Working software is the primary measure of 

progress.” 

 


